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Creating Products
with Customers
in Mind
By Victoria Inman and Lydia Slotten

The most effective
product teams partner
with customer experience
professionals, ensuring
that the voice of the
customer is integrated at
each stage in the process.

Products are born to address a

the strategy phase, the goal is to

customer need, solve a customer

explore new product or feature ideas.

problem, and create customer delight.

Throughout the product development

Thematically, product innovation

phase, cross-functional teams manage

is all about the customer. Therefore,

product scoping, planning, prioritiza-

to launch, manage, and enhance

tion, build, and preparedness for launch.

products successfully, product teams

The final operations phase enables

must constantly consider their

product delivery and product mainte-

target customers.

nance through product retirement.

We find that the most effective

We view the fourth function,

product teams partner with their

portfolio management, as the wrapper

customer experience (CX) counterparts.

around strategy, development, and

This ensures that best practice CX

operations, or what is commonly

strategies are implemented and that the

referred to as the “product lifecycle.”

voice of the customer (VoC) is integrated

Effective portfolio management

into each stage in the process.

activities occur throughout the entire

At Jabian, we have anchored our

product lifecycle. Those activities

product management methodology

include reporting on and governance

to the four key functions: strategy,

over the entire product catalog.

development, operations, and
portfolio management.
The first three functions are phases
and are described as follows: During

A strong portfolio management
discipline effectively incorporates
insights (such as customer, product
performance, sales, usage, and
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A “PRODUCT” CAN BE
V I R T U A L LY A N Y T H I N G —
TA N G I B L E C O N S U M E R
G O O D S , A D I G I TA L M O B I L E
A P P, A S E R V I C E , O R A
BLEND.

Functions

1.

2.

Strategy

Development

•

3.

Operations

PRODUCT
MANAGEMENT
4.

Portfolio Management

Get to know your customer
CUSTOMER-

Communicate with your customer

FOCUSED
S T R AT E G I E S

Pivot quickly to address customer feedback

the marketplace, it’s common to
review the potential product’s respective competitive landscape and create a
business model canvas. While doing so,

Fig. 1

be sure to include target customers as a
key consideration.
Perform market research on your
otherwise) throughout the product

customer-focused strategies may

potential competition, while consider-

development lifecycle, from the

look like across the product manage-

ing their target customers and how

initial product design through future

ment functions.

your product may provide a differentiated journey.

enhancements.

As you get deeper into ideation,

When carrying out each of these
four functions, we recommend

P R O D U C T S T R AT E G Y :

consider what a very high-level

leveraging the following customer-

Exploring new product ideas

customer journey might look like;
hypothesize your target customer

focused strategies:
We start by gaining insights—insights

market segments (distinct sets

1. Get to know your customer

into customer needs, market condi-

of customers, defined by various

2. Communicate with your customer

tions, the competitive landscape,

demographics, lines of business, etc.);

3.	Pivot quickly to address customer

and more. We use those insights to

and brainstorm what your customer

define product objectives that will be

personas might be. These are the

realized through product innovation.

fictional archetypes of your target B2C

When they set product direction,

customer or B2B buyer, which includes

the product teams must align to the

segment definitions, but also personal

overall business strategy, the market,

traits, values, motivators, etc.

feedback
See Figure 1:
Product CX strategy checklist.
Finally, before we dive in, let’s
pause here to quickly note that a

and customer needs.
Pro tip: We recommend reading

Understand your customers’ desires
by listening to your customers as a

“product” can be virtually anything—

Inspired: How to Create Products

source for product ideas. For existing

tangible consumer goods, a digital

Customers Love, by Marty Cagan. His

companies, provide an avenue for

mobile app, a service, or a blend. There

newest edition has been adapted

your customers to give suggestions

are many dimensions for defining what

specifically to talk about technology

on enhancements and new products

a “product” can be. For our purposes,

products. One of our favorite Cagan

through direct, voice-of-the-customer

we’d like to simply refer to “products”

questions: “Is my product compelling

feedback loops.

as something that solves a problem

to our target customer?”

This will allow you to meet
real-time demands and understand

and brings value to a customer.
1. Get to know your customer

current gaps within your existing

you’re working on, we have found

From the very beginning, customer

products. For a new company, you can

these customer-focused strategies

awareness is key.

interview target customers about your

Regardless of the kind of product

should be considered. Now let’s
explore what applying these
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When exploring the value of

brainstormed product offerings. This

introducing a new product idea into

will provide insight into the gaps that

generally exist in the marketplace and

3. Pivot quickly to address

let you know how receptive your target

customer feedback

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT:

customers would be to the solution you

Once you’ve obtained feedback from

Building product and prepping for

plan to introduce.

customers, it’s important to have

launch

Test the waters. Obtain direct

a framework for maintaining and

customer insight on your infant ideas.

prioritizing feedback. It may not feel

When you’re ready to progress into

There are a variety of ways to do this,

like it, but rejection at this point is

the development phase, scoping and

and at this stage, you want to limit the

great. This is the stage where you want

planning activities begin to effectively

amount of effort you put into testing

to receive major feedback! There is so

build the product and prepare for

whether your idea is worth further

much value in getting input during

product launch.

development. If possible, we recom-

your early stages of innovation, before

mend creating extreme minimum

product development.

viable products (MVPs) to test the
appetite for the new product.

1. Get to know your customer

That being said, keep in mind your

Firm up your prelaunch hypothesized

mission, vision, goals, and target

target customer personas and

customers. Be sure to align new

segments. First, create proposed

on or emails about new products

ideas to the values of your company.

“light” personas, expanding from

from a “coming soon” information

You cannot, and should not, say

your original hypotheses. Stress-test

landing page. You can distribute and

“yes” to everything. You cannot

your assumptions on their motivators

collect data from online surveys.

please everyone, but you should be

and differentiators through target

You can perform light AB testing

pleasing somebody.

customer stakeholder interviews.

For example, you can track clicks

on pricing, concepts, and customer

The products you choose to develop

Outline the skeleton of a product-

willingness to hypothetically purchase

further and the customers you choose

level customer journey, and detail it,

a product described by text or mockup

to target (those who seem to have

as well as the variances by persona, as

visuals only.

promising marketplace potential)

you move in development. (For more

should all align to your overarching

information on the stress-testing

company goals.

process, see “Are You My Customer?”

You can hold focus groups with
rudimentary, nonfunctioning
demonstration models to answer
key questions about your product. At

on page 38.)
See Figure 2.

Depending on the kind of product

this stage, it’s crucial to use low-time

Get to know your customers iteratively

you’re offering, you may also need to

and low-effort methods to weed

from product strategy (high-level)

create product personas to represent

through your options and obtain real

through product development (detailed).

the personalities of products that

customer feedback.

You’ll want to have a firm understanding

have communication interfaces with

before you launch in product operations,

customers—from interactive chat bots

2. Communicate with your customer

and later you will revisit these strategy

to AI personal assistants.

Product ideation with selected

and development functions during the

customers through initial focus groups

lifecycle of your product as managed by

more than one highly varied product

or discovery conversations can poten-

portfolio management.

at a time (for example, for a new

Note: If you are conceptualizing

tially serve as some of your initial
grassroots marketing, especially for
B2B companies. The same goes for any
“coming soon” sign-up links.

Fig. 2

At this stage, some companies
may choose to start dropping social
media hints. For example, a post may
mention that you’re “working on a
really neat XYZ opportunity with
XYZ partner!” Be careful about what

Customer Input and Research

you promise. Don’t commit to your
customers that you’re delivering a
new product or enhancement that
isn’t sure to come.

Customer Segmentation Persona Development
and Journey Creation

Because of the level of uncertainty
at this point about what product will
be released—and what form it will

Product Strategy and Development

take—some companies may choose to
keep initial discovery conversations
confidential. They’ll perform surveys
without revealing their brand and not
market at all until they know more.
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company, or new product line release),

final sanity check with your target

audience so they can learn of your

map your hypothesized customers’

customers. You can accomplish this

product and its value.

segments and personas to their

in a variety of ways, including testing

respective products. Work on this in

quality or performance, testing

targeted marketing campaigns,

parallel with the product portfolio

manufactured consumer products, or

leveraging social media, and educating

management function.

customer acceptance testing (CAT) for

the relevant sales force. Failure to build

technology products. For some B2B

excitement and build product aware-

ment, perform product testing along

products, you may actually have to get

ness can result in a “failure to launch.”

the way. Depending on your product

CAT sign-off as part of your contract

type and your industry, the method

arrangements.

During various stages of develop-

Ways to do this include launching

Think about it: If target customers
are not aware of your product, they
will never have the opportunity to see

for this will vary. We’ve learned
that engagement, early and often,

2. Communicate with your customer

its value, and your product will not get

from targeted samples or important

In addition to communication that

traction from the get-go.

customers may expose urgent issues

naturally occurs during customer

just prior to launch or reduce the risk

testing, you should spend time

3. Pivot quickly to address

of surprises just after launch.

strategizing your prelaunch marketing

customer feedback

communications. Get your customers

The further you progress in develop-

the following: same-room focus

in the plane before takeoff, so to speak,

ment, the harder it can be to process

groups, online testers recording their

with “coming soon” communications.

feedback without countering it with

experience as they progress, getting

In the early stages, this can rely

Testing options could include

emotional bias. You may find yourself

reactions to the product packaging

on very subtle social media hints

pretty invested at this point. Major

experience, concierge testing for

and as you progress, fully reveal

feedback can be hard to swallow,

digital products where you do every-

your products with a showcased

especially feedback that would delay

thing manually, showcasing further

release date. You can even get a

a launch.

developed MVPs and product demos

waiting list or contract with clients

at conferences, performing follow-

before you go live. Prepare your

product roadmap is so important. When

up interviews with more detailed

post-go-live launch communication

you make decisions, keep in mind

interview guides, giving first-look

plan, so you’re ready to strike with an

that some feedback can be addressed

tours, providing special tasting events,

end-to-end plan.

through post-launch enhancements.

When introducing new products

or going on pre-sales road shows. The

This is why creating a prioritized

Consider what elements of your

opportunities to test are endless, and

to the market, you must meet your

product, if they’re unchanged, could

the needs vary by product type, but the

target customers where they are.

derail long-term adoption because of,

goal is the same.

Your product, along with your brand

say, negative publicity.

Finally, prior to product launch,
we recommend completing one

in general, must be strategically

There’s an art and a science to

positioned to reach your desired

balancing the desire to launch with
every single piece of functionality
working versus the ability to layer on
functionality after an initial release.

Fig. 3

The art and the science depend on
your product type and industry.
Keep in mind special legal regulations,
your competitive marketplace, and
your customers’ expectations at

Customer Journey Experience Touch Points

initial launch.
Based on feedback, you may find
yourself adjusting your customer

Voice of the Customer Measures

personas and segments during
development. Again, the excuse of “we

Direct Feedback

just haven’t found the right customer”
can only be valid for so long. The closer

Transactional Data Themes

you get to launch, the more you should
be simply adjusting personas and
segment attributes and exploring the

Product Enabling People, Process, Tools

nuances for their varying journeys
versus coming up with entirely new
customer bases.
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See Figure 3.
The customers’ voice, gathered through
direct feedback and indirect transactional

Product Lifecycle

measures, provides feedback to CX and
product teams to improve the product,

Introduction

Operating the product and feedback to
product idea funnel
Ready, set, launch! Now that your
product has been introduced to the

Maturity

h

Decline

fr
es

P R O D U C T O P E R AT I O N S :

Growth

Sales Revenue / Adoption

enabling people, process, and tools.

Re

sh
re
Ref
Re
tire

marketplace, it’s time to continue
engaging your customers. This can
be a make-or-break moment for your

Time

product, so engaging your customers
is vital. Ongoing customer feedback
helps prioritize product enhancements

Fig. 4

throughout the remainder of the
product lifecycle (growth, maturity,
reinvestment, and retirement).
See Figure 4.

Once you launch, ensure that you’ve

2. Communicate with your customer

Product lifecycle; the Y-axis represents

operationalized a way to capture the

Congrats! It’s time to implement the

sales/adoption while the X-axis

voice of your customer so you’ll hear

launch marketing and communica-

represents time.

about defects, ideas for enhancements,

tions you’ve already planned. However,

and suggestions for new products (see

keep in mind that customer communi-

the product strategy function).

cation does not stop at product launch.

1. Get to know your customer
It’s launch time! But…maybe just a

Most importantly, do something

From enhancements, to sharing events

small launch. Consider using beta

with that captured data. Create an

and sales, to thanking your customers,

releases or piloting with a small

operational feedback loop with

and simply showcasing your brand—

customer set before moving forward

CX and product teams. Determine how

ongoing communications are key to

with a fully public release. This lets you

you will track and use transactional

staying relevant.

leverage the excitement and loyalty of

metrics and the quantitative and

early adopters to smooth out remain-

qualitative feedback you get from

enhancements to the customer early.

ing kinks in your product, before you

survey data.

Follow-on communication should

scale to customers who may not have
the same level of patience.

For the product operation function,

even have public-facing roadmaps, like

level. We’ll touch on cross-product

Spotify’s Trello (a web-based Kanban

management in the portfolio manage-

project management) board, which

ment wrapper section.

reveals its new feature pipeline.

IN THE PLANE BEFORE
TA K E O F F, S O T O S P E A K ,
WITH “COMING SOON”

Others do a great job of com-

your persona and journey work. Use

municating the impact and function

your journey framework to categori-

of releases in accessible terms.

cally track feedback against journey

Shootproof, an Atlanta-based

stages. Update your baseline journey

company, clearly has its customers

as needed to account for product

front of mind when releasing new

changes. Plan on revisiting product

features. The company offers photog-

strategy and development steps when

raphers a simple-to-use tool to engage

you need to consider product refreshes.

their clients, originally by simply

This might include revalidating your

offering proofing galleries.

customers, which could reveal shifts
•

support adoption. Some companies

we are talking about this at the product

Don’t assume you are done with

G E T YO U R C U S TO M E R S

Communicate major feature

Over time, they expanded their

in your customer base (i.e., changed

product features to invoicing, con-

persona attributes, including their

tracting, online ordering, and more.

demographics, desires, motivators

With each new feature, Shootproof

and expectations), especially for

communicates early when a new

long-term products.

feature is “coming soon,” describes the

C O M M U N I C AT I O N S .
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efforts between products within the
portfolio, reviewing new product ideas,
and ensuring that resources (financial
and human capital) are properly
Persona

Summary
Attributes

Market
Segment

Product 1

A

X

B

X

Product 2

aligned to products. Government

Product 3

efforts exist throughout the product
life cycle to ensure that products and

1. Name

Short
Description

2. Name

Short
Description

C

X

3. Name

Short
Description

D

X

portfolios are aligned and moving
toward the strategic objectives.
1. Get to know your customer
At the portfolio level, it’s important

X

to realize that you may be trying to
reach different customer personas or
segments for each product. At the same
time, you must strive to understand
your holistic customer view.

Fig. 5

One way to accomplish this is by
mapping your customer segments and
personas to each product line. This can
value the features will bring,

or those who create a social media post

help you understand what cross-

and provides easy-to-understand

entirely about your product, showing it

portfolio product a customer may be

how-to guides.

in a positive light?

interested in hearing about, and what

Treat your customer relationships

customer groups you should cater a

Funnel up into portfolio manage-

product to.

like any other; nurture these

ment higher level considerations like

relationships through ongoing com-

approaching product roadmap and

munications. Don’t overwhelm your

sunset decisions that need to be made

customers, but keep them up to date on

at the portfolio level.

See Figure 5:
Perform product to target customer
mapping across product lines.

events, flash sales, giveaways, tips, or
anything that would bring them joy.
Continue to represent your brand
appropriately along the way, keeping

Wherever possible—and this can

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT:

be a struggle with legacy systems from

Governing the product catalog

acquired companies, or companies

in mind the customer personas to
whom you are trying to speak. What

As mentioned, portfolio management

operating in siloed product arms—you

visuals, messaging, and channels will

is the wrapper around the product life

should create a single view of the

best reach and create positive reactions

cycle. It’s about managing a portfolio

customer across all products. This

from your target customers?

of products through ongoing analysis

helps you understand your customers

of product performance, prioritizing

holistically, across all their touch

3. Pivot quickly to address
customer feedback
After you launch and throughout the
lifetime of your product, check in on

Fig. 6

customer feedback to understand
what is going well, what features are
not being used, and what is driving

Company Product Catalog Portfolio

frustration. Consider what you can do
quickly to solve pressing issues and
how you can support an operationally
nimble release schedule for providing

Product 1

Product 2

timely product updates.
In this day and age, it’s vital to have
a plan for addressing public feedback
on social media channels. How will you
address concerns, not only by showing
empathy, but also by providing

CUSTOMER

Name
Phone

customer issue-specific solutions or

Email

making customer-wide changes? How

Products Purchased

will your company promote and thank
customers who show appreciation
in their comments on relevant posts,
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Product 3

points with your company. It also sets
you up to successfully deliver a consistent experience across your product

Example Product Portfolio

brands when you communicate with
your customer.

catalog portfolio.
2. Communicate with your customer
If you find you’re targeting clearly
differentiated personas per product,

Maturity

h

Decline

fr
es

of the customer across its product

Growth

Sales Revenue / Adoption

See Figure 6:
Ideally, your company has one view

Introduction

Re

sh
re
Ref
Re
tire

consider brand alignment. How are you
going to represent your products and
branding in the marketplace to best hit

Time

your target customers and stay true to
the personas you are trying to target?

C O O R D I N AT E S I Z E

Will you be one cohesive company?

CUSTOMER BASE

R E P R E S E N T S R E TA I N E D

Or will you be seen as an umbrella

Fig. 7

company with varying brands,
product lines, or sub-companies? How
transparent will you be about these
performing very well on one product

receive direct feedback, perform

that you can leverage on another

surveys and interviews, conduct

to represent yourself as one company

product? Looking across your portfolio

focus groups, and analyze the story of

with many products, will these be

and considering product relevance

transactional data.

communicated and marketed from one

trends, is it time to introduce a new

website and one social media handle?

product altogether?

product line brand relationships?
For example, if you are you going

(beyond strategic interviews and

Or are you going to position yourself
in the marketplace as an umbrella

You must communicate and market
to your entire base of customers

See Figure 7:

focus groups), with an intentionally

company, perhaps with its own main

Product lifecycle example of a potential

promoted launch, and by nurturing an

site and handle, but also with indi-

disappearing act; coordinate size

ongoing relationship.

vidual websites and social handles for

represents retained customer base.

Decide up front how you will

Finally, you must pivot quickly
to your customer’s reactions, sug-

each product line brand?
Let’s look at an example company’s

gestions, feedback, ideas, and your

position and represent yourself in the

products, in Figure 7, layered onto

analytical findings from your transac-

marketplace, what product persona

the product lifecycle framework we

tional data. You must be nimble about

you’ll use, and how you will commu-

introduced with Figure 4. Most of the

making and announcing changes to

nicate appropriately to your targeted

products from this organization are

ensure that they’re adopted. Show

customers and consumers across

losing relevance with its customers. It’s

appreciation and respond to individual

your portfolio.

important to understand whether its

issues, while planning customer-wide

core business is part of an overarching

improvements as needed.

3. Pivot quickly to address

decline, or whether its products are not

customer feedback

valuable anymore.

What products are doing well versus

It’s important to leverage these

Keeping your customer in mind at
every step of the way, by partnering
CX strategy with product, will help

others? During the product lifecyle,

customer insights to guide where to

you create relevant and delightful

it may be time to refresh a product

invest. Launching new products may

products.

or consider sunsetting it. Consider

be vital to existence; if this company is

customer feedback—including com-

not careful, it may end here.

paring transactional feedback, such as

Victoria Inman
victoria.inman@jabian.com

declining purchasing or use—across
your product portfolio.
Also listen to the consistency

From each function of the product

Lydia Slotten

lifecycle, and during portfolio

lydia.slotten@jabian.com

of feedback across your portfolio,

management, we’ve illustrated how

comparing one product to another. Are

important it is to consider the

customers generally frustrated with

customer. You must get to know your

lack of consistency across products?

customer. Research customers exter-

Is a product or product feature

nally, review their data internally,
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